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Do you worry that information is adding to the bottom line?

Information is growing at an alarming rate,

creating information chaos and risk. Information

governance is the key to mitigating information

risk.   

Here are five ways that iGMapware can help you build a

framework for information governance.  This framework

helps you to identify information risks, plan for risk

mitigation and measure success.  

Do you know the “what” and “where” about your information? 
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Information is continually changing.  To govern it you must know what you have and where it is.  

What:  Use iGMapware to create a map of all

your information assets.  You will know what

you have, who’s responsible for it, and other

critical attributes. 

Where:  iGMapware can help you memorialize where

your information lives.  Is the information in an application,

being managed by a third party, held at a regulator, or

duplicated many times across the enterprise?
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All information is not created equal.

It is prudent to manage information

based on its risk. 

High Risk:  Use iGMapware to help identify which

information presents the highest risk to the organization

and has the highest priority for mitigation.   

Do you know the risk level of your information?
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Are you destroying data and records legally?

Is your information
protected and safe?

Can you measure improvements to risk and improvements
to the bottom line?

Get Started with the Proven & Affordable iGMapware Solution

In today’s world, it is essential to know

if your sensitive information is being

protected. 

Information is dynamic.  iGMapware

establishes a baseline about your information

that is used to measure the progress of your

risk mitigation efforts. 

Audit:  The iGMapware information baseline provides

internal audit with tools for validating compliance with

information governance. 

Metrics:  iGMapware is easy to keep current.  Regular

updates enable you to measure the effectiveness of

your information information governance program. 

Safe:  Using these information attributes in

iGMapware you can determine the information

that should be protected and safeguarded.  

We are confident we can help you get

started or improve your information

governance program.  

Organizations can approach the retention and

destruction of information systematically or

haphazardly.  iGMapware provides a simple

and comprehensive approach to retention.  

Retain: iGMapware uses retention rules to identify what

information must be retained based on laws, regulations

and business needs. 

Destroy:  iGMapware delivers “need to know” disposition

instructions to information owners.  
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Check out our newly redesigned website at:

www.igmapware.com to schedule a call

and to sign up for our new report:  How to

Conquer Information Risk – A Proven

Approach.

Protection:  Once you know the “what” and “where”

about your information you can use iGMapware to

document the security and risk classifications. 


